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Wet Deposition in GEOS-Chem
How does the current 
implementation of wet 

deposition work in GEOS-Chem?



A major removal pathway

Major removal pathways in the atmosphere:
• Dry deposition
• Wet deposition
• Chemical loss

Definition: Wet deposition refers to the natural processes 
by which material is scavenged by atmospheric 
hydrometeors (e.g. snow, rain) and is consequently delivered 
to the Earth’s surface. 

-- adapted from Seinfeld and Pandis (2006)

Rainout: in-cloud scavenging

Washout: below-cloud scavenging



Wet dep in GEOS-Chem

convection_mod.F
Scavenging by cloud updrafts in moist convection.

wetscav_mod.F
Wet scavenging by large-scale stratiform 
precipitation. Includes precipitation from anvils in 
GEOS-5 and MERRA. 



High-level structure

convection_mod.F:
1. Below cloud convective mass flux.
2. Above cloud mass fluxes and scavenging.

• Calculate amount of tracer scavenged.
• Balance mass fluxes in/out of level k. 

wetscav_mod.F:
3. Rainout in the top layer
4. Rainout/washout in the middle layers
5. No downward precip in middle layers
6. Washout at the surface
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Basic code structure: convection_mod.F

DO_CONVECTION

NFCLDMX

COMPUTE_F

F_AEROSOL

COMPUTE_L2G

Eqns. (1)-(2), (4)-(6), (9)

§ 1.1

Eqns. (7)-(8)

Side note:
Eqn. (3) is handled in INIT_WETSCAV



Basic code structure: wetscav_mod.F

DO_WETDEP

MAKE_QQ

WETDEP

LS_K_RAIN

LS_F_PRIME

DO_RAINOUT_ONLY

DO_COMPLETE_REEVAP

DO_WASHOUT_AT_SURFACE

DO_WASHOUT_ONLY

Q, rate of new precipitation formation

§ 2.2, total reevap

Eqn. (12)

Eqn. (11)

Eqn. (10)

Eqns. (14)-(17)

Eqns. (14)-(16)



A bit more detail for RAINOUT and WASHOUT

DO_RAINOUT_ONLY

WETDEP

RAINOUT

COMPUTE_L2G

GET_RAINFRAC

DO_WASHOUT_ONLY

WASHOUT

WASHFRAC_AEROSOL

WASHFRAC_HNO3

WASHFRAC_LIQ_GAS

Eqns. (7)-(8)

Eqn. (10)

Eqn. (14)

Eqn. (14)

Eqn. (17)

Eqns. (14)-
           (16)



Wet dep ouput

Requesting wet dep diagnostics in input.geos:

ND14: Upward mass flux due to moist convection
ND16: Fraction of grid box having rainout + washout
ND17: Fraction of soluble tracer lost to rainout
ND18: Fraction of soluble tracer lost to washout
ND37: Fraction of tracer scavenged by cloud updrafts in moist convection
ND38: Loss of tracer in moist convection (WETDCV-$) 
ND39: Loss of tracer in large-scale wet scavenging 
(WETDLS-$)

If you are comparing against wet deposition flux 
measurements, you need the vertical (column) 
sum of WETDCV-$ + WETDLS-$.
 



Turning wet dep on/off

In your input.geos file:

%%% CONVECTION MENU %%%
Turn on Cloud Conv? : T
%%% DEPOSITION MENU %%%
Turn on Wet Deposition? : T

%%% CONVECTION MENU %%%
Turn on Cloud Conv? : F
%%% DEPOSITION MENU %%%
Turn on Wet Deposition? : T

%%% CONVECTION MENU %%%
Turn on Cloud Conv? : F
%%% DEPOSITION MENU %%%
Turn on Wet Deposition? : F

Large-scale and convective wet 
deposition ON. (Default setting.)

Large-scale wet deposition ON 
and convective wet deposition 
OFF.

Large-scale wet deposition OFF 
and convective wet deposition 
OFF.



Wet Dep References

Original algorithm. 
Jacob et al., Harvard wet deposition scheme for GMI, Unpublished, 2001 
http://wiki.seas.harvard.edu/geos-chem/index.php/Wet_deposition 

Description of aerosol wet deposition algorithms, tested with 
the Pb-Be simulation. 
Liu et al., Constraints from 210Pb and 7Be on wet deposition and transport in a global three-
dimensional chemical tracer model driven by assimilated meteorological fields, J. Geophys. 
Res., 106 , 12,109-12,128, 2001.

Rainout/washout in the same grid box. Updated aerosol 
washout coefficients and snow scavenging. 
Wang et al., Sources of carbonaceous aerosols and deposited black carbon in the Arctic in 
winter-spring: Implications for radiative forcing, Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., 11, 19395-
19442, 2011.

Bug fix and description of washout of soluble gases. 
Amos et al., Gas-particle partitioning of atmospheric Hg(II) and its effect on global mercury 
deposition, Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., 11, 29441-29477, doi:10.5194/acpd-11-29441-2011, 
2011.





Basic code structure: convection_mod.F

DO_CONVECTION

NFCLDMX

COMPUTE_F

F_AEROSOL

COMPUTE_L2G



Basic code structure: convection_mod.F

DO_CONVECTION

NFCLDMX

COMPUTE_F

F_AEROSOL

COMPUTE_L2GSubroutines in 
wetscav_mod.F



Basic code structure: wetscav_mod.F

DO_WETDEP

MAKE_QQ

WETDEP

LS_K_RAIN

LS_F_PRIME

DO_RAINOUT_ONLY

DO_COMPLETE_REEVAP

DO_WASHOUT_AT_SURFACE

DO_WASHOUT_ONLY



A bit more detail for RAINOUT and WASHOUT

DO_RAINOUT_ONLY

WETDEP

RAINOUT

COMPUTE_L2G

GET_RAINFRAC

DO_WASHOUT_ONLY

WASHOUT

WASHFRAC_AEROSOL

WASHFRAC_HNO3

WASHFRAC_LIQ_GAS
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